AGENDA

MIAMI-DADE COUNTY WETLANDS ADVISORY TASK FORCE
FEBRUARY 23, 2012, 1:00 PM – 4:00 PM
OVERTOWN TRANSIT VILLAGE, 2ND FLOOR TRAINING ROOM
701 NW 1ST COURT, MIAMI, FLORIDA

1. WELCOME AND ANNOUNCEMENTS – Lee Hefty, Assistant Director, PERA
   5 Minutes

2. AGENDA REVIEW - WATF Chair
   5 Minutes

3. DISCUSSION OF REVISED WATF SCOPE AND TERM – WATF Chair
   30 Minutes

4. REVIEW OF WATF DRAFT MEMO/REPORT – WATF Chair
   90 Minutes

5. PUBLIC COMMENT - WATF Chair
   15 Minutes

6. GENERAL TASK FORCE DISCUSSION – WATF Chair
   35 Minutes

7. ADJOURN - WATF Chair